Use of a potential of mean force to analyze free energy contributions in protein folding.
A method for calculation of the free energy of residues as a function of residue burial is proposed. The method is based on the potential of mean force, with a reaction coordinate expressed by residue burial. Residue burials are calculated from high-resolution protein structures. The largest individual contributions to the free energy of a residue are found to be due to the hydrophobic interactions of the nonpolar atoms, interactions of the main chain polar atoms, and interactions of the charged groups of residues Arg and Lys. The contribution to the free energy of folding due to the uncharged side chain polar atoms is small. The contribution to the free energy of folding due to the main chain polar atoms is favorable for partially buried residues and less favorable or unfavorable for fully buried residues. Comparison of the accessible surface areas of proteins and model spheres shows that proteins deviate considerably from a spherical shape and that the deviations increase with the size of a protein. The implications of these results for protein folding are also discussed.